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Paul and the Rhetoric of Reversal in 1 Corinthians: Volume 155
2014-05-14 examines why paul waits until the end of his letter to the
corinthians before mentioning the important theme of resurrection
2 Corinthians, Volume 40 2017-10-10 pastors and students will
appreciate this new edition with its up to date bibliography and
discussion of pertinent issues in this full revision and update of the
book of second corinthians dr ralph p martin addresses the scholarly
questions about the text of the epistle and the significance of paul s
thought for christian living and ministry in a penetrating analysis of
paul s responses to the various crises within the corinthian
congregation dr martin gives insight into the particular problems of
christianity as expressed in the hedonistic cosmopolitan setting of
corinth he shows how paul s attempt to clearly distinguish the gospel
from hellenistic judaism and hellenistic jewish christian ideology
results in a moving statement of the christian message rather than the
theology of glory prevalent in corinth paul articulates his theology
of the cross as a theology of weakness of servanthood and ministry
what was at stake at corinth says dr martin was nothing less than the
essence of the kerygma as in expressed in the way of the cross for
proclamation and daily living new sections on the collection and
rhetoric have been added and the issues of composition and social
setting of the letter have been included along with topics such as the
spirit the opponents paul s theology and the resurrection in this
epistle the word biblical commentary series offers the best in
critical scholarship firmly committed to the authority of scripture as
divine revelation it is perfect for scholars students of the bible
ministers and anyone who wants a theological understanding of
scripture
Paul's Line of Thought in 2 Corinthians 4:16-5:10 2005 fredrik
lindgard analyzes verses 4 16 5 10 in 2 corinthians verses which have
often been used to argue that paul s eschatology developed over time
or to ascertain whether or not paul is an anthropological dualist paul
s concern is how the corinthians see him his aim is to show them that
he is frank and open to them and that his attitude to adversities
confirms that he is a real apostle he reveals his thoughts and
emotions when facing suffering the author shows that the section and
its context do not support the view that paul changed or developed his
eschatology instead the text displays the unsystematic character of
paul s eschatology concepts which paul normally uses separately occur
side by side without elaboration although paul uses both dualistic and
holistic language the dominating feature is dualism the analysis shows
that a wide rhetorical approach can be useful when trying to
understand paul
New European Christadelphian Commentary Volume 7: The Letters to the
Corinthians 2019-08-29 james leo garrett jr has been called the last
of the gentlemen theologians and the dean of southern baptist
theologians in the collected writings of james leo garrett jr 1950



2015 the reader will find a truly dazzling collection of works that
clearly evince the meticulous scholarship the even handed treatment
the biblical fidelity the wide historical breadth and the honest
sincerity that have made the work and person of james leo garrett jr
so esteemed and revered among so many volume 3 contains his works on
ecclesiology and provides much needed light in a day of great
confusion on many issues related to the nature purpose and mission of
the church spanning sixty five years and touching on topics from
baptist history theology ecclesiology church history and biography
religious liberty roman catholicism and the christian life the
collected writings of james leo garrett jr 1950 2015 will inform and
inspire readers regardless of their religious or denominational
affiliations
The Collected Writings of James Leo Garrett Jr., 1950-2015: Volume
Three 2022-06-01 this third volume completes the set of a
groundbreaking reception history of the psalter the culmination of two
decades work in volume threeof psalms through the centuries a
reception history commentary on psalms 73 151 the internationally
recognized biblical scholar professor susan gillingham examines the
jewish and christian cultural and reception history of books three to
five of the psalter she examines the changing ways in which psalms
have been understood in translations and commentaries liturgy and
prayer study and preaching music and art poetic and dramatic
performance and political and ethical discourse lavishly illustrated
with thirty colour plates several black and white images and a number
of musical scores this volume also includes a comprehensive glossary
of terms for readers less familiar with the subject and a full
selective bibliography complete with footnote references for each
psalm numerous links to website resources also allow readers to pursue
topics at greater depth and three clearly organized indices facilitate
searches by specific psalms or authors or types of reception for
selected psalms this structure makes the commentary easy to use
whether for private study teaching or preaching the book also offers a
one of a kind treatment of the reception history of the psalms that
starts where most commentaries end beginning with the trajectory of
the psalter s multi faceted reception over two millennia specific
discussions of both jewish and christian responses to individual
psalms psalms through the centuries a reception history commentary on
psalms 73 151 like the previous two volumes will earn a distinctive
place in the libraries of faculties colleges seminaries and religious
communities as well as in private collections of students and scholars
of biblical studies theology and religion
Psalms Through the Centuries, Volume 3 2014-02-19 in paul s letters to
the corinthian church the pastoral issues of a first century christian
community stand out in bold relief and as the apostle responds to
these challenges the fathers lean over his shoulder marveling and
commenting on his pastoral wisdom best known among these patristic



commentators is chrysostom whose seventy seven homilies on the two
corinthian epistles are a treasury of exposition and application the
fragmentary works of didymus the blind and severian of gabala give us
samples of greek exegesis from the alexandrian and antiochene schools
the partial work of theodore of mopsuestia was long valued in the
church and the comments of theodoret of cyr are notable for their
sensitivity to the intertextuality of scripture then there are origen
and pelagius whose notable errors need not obscure their brilliant
insights into scripture but pride of place in this volume goes to the
unknown fourth century commentator now dubbed ambrosiaster his
excellent commentary on 1 and 2 corinthians was previously unavailable
in english translation this ancient christian commentary on scripture
volume opens a whole new way of reading these new testament texts the
pastoral and theological interpretation of the fathers offers
spiritual and intellectual sustenance to those who would read paul
again with open minds and hearts
1-2 Corinthians 2021-05-28 the collected works of witness lee 1989
volume 3 contains messages given by brother witness lee from august 29
through december 16 1989 brother lee spent the last half of 1989 in
anaheim california the contents of this volume are divided into two
sections as follows 1 thirty two messages given in anaheim california
on august 29 through december 15 these messages were previously
published in a book entitled the experience and growth in life and are
included in this volume under the same title two of the thirty two
messages were combined 2 thirty one messages given in anaheim
california on august 30 through december 16 these messages were
previously published in a book entitled the exercise and practice of
the god ordained way
The Collected Works of Witness Lee, 1989, volume 3 2007-07-01
contributors frederick d aquino allen black mark c black barry l
blackburn randall d chesnutt jeffrey w childers larry chouinard
everett ferguson thomas c greer jr jan faver hailey stanley n helton a
brian mclemore marcia d moore kenneth v neller l curt niccum carroll d
osburn j paul pollard kathy j pulley gregory e sterling james w
thompson james walters john willis
Essays on Women in Earliest Christianity, Volume 1 2006-10-26
paperback reissue of one volume of the english dominicans latin
english edition of thomas aquinas summa theologiae
Summa Theologiae: Volume 47, The Pastoral and Religious Lives 1893 the
troubles and ills of the church today can only be understood and
healed when christians begin to face up to their hidden alliances with
the corinthians of the first century and embrace both the apostle s
diagnosis and therapy offered in the epistle this is the challenge of
the malady and therapy of the christian body a two volume commentary
by two leading theologians that presents the fruits of a reading
strategy that deliberately reflects ecclesial commitment by reading
the apostle over against ourselves sharing their discoveries about the



way paul deals with questions of factionalism sexuality legal conflict
idolatry dress codes and eating habits brock and wannenwetsch
demonstrate how neither the malady nor the therapy that paul describes
conforms to dominant analyses of the malaise of the contemporary
church which tend to be as organ centered as modern medicine the
authors describe the way the apostle engages in feeling into the
organic whole of the body in order to detect blockages to the healthy
flow of powers by redirecting their vision to how god is working among
them toward the building up of the christian body the book breaks new
ground in crossing the traditional disciplinary boundaries between
biblical studies systematic theology and theological ethics
Ecclesiastes 2018-09-27 john meier s previous volumes in the acclaimed
series a marginal jew are founded upon the notion that while solid
historical information about jesus is quite limited people of
different faiths can nevertheless arrive at a consensus on fundamental
historical facts of his life in this eagerly anticipated fourth volume
in the series meier approaches a fresh topic the teachings of the
historical jesus concerning mosaic law and morality with the same
rigor thoroughness accuracy and insightfulness on display in his
earlier works
The Therapy of the Christian Body 2009-06-02 the ailments of the
contemporary church are remarkably similar to those suffered by the
fractious corinthian church in the first century this is the challenge
presented in the malady of the christian body a two volume commentary
by brian brock and bernd wannenwetsch the manner in which paul engages
questions of factionalism sexuality legal conflict idolatry dress
codes and eating habits reveals that neither the malady he diagnoses
nor the therapy he offers track the dominant accounts currently on
offer of the malaise suffered by today s church this volume depicts
the apostle as carefully examining the organic whole that is the body
of christ in order to detect obstacles to the healthy flow of powers
that sustain its life the therapy that is then offered comes by way of
a redirection of the corinthian believers attention to the ways in
which they can embrace god s active working among them to heal their
broken unity this book breaks new ground in crossing and reconfiguring
the traditional disciplinary boundaries between biblical studies
systematic theology and theological ethics
A Marginal Jew: Rethinking the Historical Jesus, Volume IV 2016-11-08
in his first letter to the church in corinth paul writes i delivered
to you as of first importance what i also received that christ died
for our sins in accordance with the scriptures that he was buried that
he was raised on the third day in accordance with the scriptures 1 cor
15 3 4 esv reflecting on paul s summary of the gospel sixteenth
century biblical commentator theologian and lutheran pastor tilemann
hesshus wrote the central tenet and foundation of our entire religion
is that our lord jesus christ died for our sins and rose again for our
justification all of our comfort salvation and hope rest upon this



foundation from this is derived that greatest comfort concerning the
resurrection of the dead and the future life of eternal glory
throughout the church s history christians have turned to the epistles
of the apostle paul in order to understand the essentials of the
christian faith learn from the challenges faced by early christians
and discern how to navigate the complexities of following christ among
those who gained wisdom from paul were the protestant reformers who
found inspiration and instruction about how to lead the church of
their day during a time of significant theological debate
ecclesiastical reform and spiritual renewal in this volume of the
reformation commentary on scripture scott manetsch guides readers
through a diversity of reformation era commentary on the first of paul
s letters to the corinthians within this volume readers will encounter
familiar voices and discover lesser known figures from a variety of
theological traditions including lutherans reformed radicals anglicans
and roman catholics drawing on a variety of resources including
commentaries sermons treatises and confessions much of which appears
here for the first time in english it provides resources for
contemporary preachers enables scholars to better understand the depth
and breadth of reformation commentary and helps all christians cling
to the things of first importance
The Malady of the Christian Body 2017-04-25 such topics as class size
and a brief history of the two world wars are just a small part of
this framework for educators in home schools christian schools and
public schools addressing the needs of each of these areas dr morris
implores today s teachers to provide wholesome and well rounded
instruction for tomorrow s generation
1 Corinthians 1893 this book explores recent developments in south
african pentecostalism focusing on new prophetic churches the chapters
engage with a number of paradigm shifts in christology identified as
complementing christ competing with christ removing christ and
replacing christ what are the implications of these shifts does it
mean that believers no longer believe in christ but in their leaders
does it shift believers faith towards materiality than the person of
christ this volume will be valuable for scholars of african
christianity and in particular those interested in the neo prophetic
movement and christology in a south african context
The Highway of Letters and Its Echoes of Famous Footsteps 1892 but in
fact christ has been raised from the dead cyril of alexandria c 378
444 was one of the most significant figures in the early church bishop
of the church defender of orthodoxy proponent of alexandrian theology
indeed he is probably best known as the supporter of the term
theotokos god bearer with regard to mary in opposition to nestorius
during the early christological controversies but cyril viewed himself
first and foremost as an interpreter of scripture in this volume in
ivp academic s ancient christian texts series joel elowsky and david
maxwell offer for the first time in english a translation of the



surviving greek and syriac fragments of cyril s commentaries on four
new testament epistles romans 1 2 corinthians and hebrews abounding
with cyril s insights regarding these canonical texts and biblical
themes such as the triune nature of god christ s sacrificial death and
justification these commentaries are essential tools for understanding
cyril s reading of holy scripture ancient christian texts is a series
of new translations most of which are here presented in english for
the first time the series provides contemporary readers with the
resources they need to study for themselves the key writings of the
early church the texts represented in the series are full length
commentaries or sermon series based on biblical books or extended
scriptural passages ancient christian texts are new english
translations of full length commentaries or sermon series from ancient
christian authors that allow you to study key writings of the early
church fathers in a fresh way
The Diplomatic Reminiscences of Lord Augustus Loftus ... 1837-1862
1892 stressing the historical and theological significance of pivotal
figures and movements william baird guides the reader through
intriguing developments and critical interpretation of the new
testament from its beginnings in deism through the watershed of the
tubingen school familiar figures appear in a new light and important
previously forgotten stages of the journey emerge baird gives
attention to the biographical and cultural setting of persons and
approaches affording both beginning student and seasoned scholar an
authoritative account that is useful for orientation as well as
research
The Diplomatic Reminiscences of Lord Augustus Loftus 1837-1862 1893
science is a living organic activity the meaning and understanding of
which have evolved incrementally over human history this book the
second in a roughly chronological series explores the evolution of
science from the advents of christianity and islam through the middle
ages focusing especially on the historical relationship between
science and religion specific topics include technological innovations
during the middle ages islamic science the crusades gothic cathedrals
and the founding of western universities close attention is given to
such figures as paul the apostle hippolytus lactantius cyril of
alexandria hypatia cosmas indicopleustes and the prophet mohammed
Amos 1991-10-01 this timely book offers a panoramic overview of the
enduring significance of religion in modern australian society
applying sociological perspectives and contemporary theories of
religion in society it challenges conventional assumptions around the
extent of secularisation in australia and instead argues that
religious institutions groups and individuals have proved remarkably
adaptable to social change and continue to play a major role in
australian life in doing so it explores how religion intersects with a
wide range of other contemporary issues including politics race
migration gender and new media religion and change in australia



explores australia s unique history regarding religion christianity
was originally imported as a tool of social control to keep convicts
settlers and australian aboriginal peoples in check this had a
profound impact on the social memory of the nation and lingering
resentment towards the excessive presence of religion continues to be
felt today freedom of religion was enshrined in section 116 of the
australian constitution in 1901 nevertheless the white australia
policy effectively prevented adherents of non christian faiths from
migrating to australia and the nation remained overwhelmingly
christian however after wwii australia in common with other western
societies appears to have become increasingly secularised as religious
observance declined dramatically however religion and change in
australia employs a range of social theories to challenge this
securalist view and argues that australia is a post secular society
the 2016 census revealed that over half of the population still
identify as christian in politics the socially conservative religious
right has come to exert considerable influence on the ruling liberal
national coalition particularly under john howard and scott morrison
new technologies such as the internet and social media have provided
new avenues for religious expression and proselytisation whilst so
called megachurches have been built to cater to their increasing
congregations the adoption of multiculturalism and increased
immigration from asia has led to a religiously pluralist society
though this has often been controversial in particular the position of
islam in australia has been the subject of fierce debate and
islamophobic attitudes remain common atheism non belief and
alternative spiritualities have also become increasingly widespread
especially amongst the young religion and change in australia analyses
these developments to offer new perspectives on religion and its
continued relevance within australian society this book is therefore a
vital resource for students academics and general readers seeking to
understand contemporary debates surrounding religion and
secularisation in australia
Christian Education for the Real World 2021-09-22 the little minister
is set in thrums a scottish weaving village based on barrie s
birthplace and concerns gavin dishart a young impoverished minister
with his first congregation the weavers he serves soon riot in protest
against reductions in their wages and harsh working conditions
Christological Paradigm Shifts in Prophetic Pentecostalism in South
Africa 2022-03-08 in the interpersonal metafunction in 1 cor 1 4 james
d dvorak analyzes the interpersonal meanings encoded in the text and
the social function they fulfill in realigning the readers to the
values that paul expects all jesus followers to live by
Commentaries on Romans, 1-2 Corinthians, and Hebrews 2002-11-01 the
adventures of sixteen year old david balfour an orphan who after being
kidnapped by his villainous uncle manages to escape and becomes
involved in the struggle of the scottish highlanders against english



rule
History of New Testament Research, Vol. 2 1892 revised thesis doctoral
norwegian lutheran school of theology oslo 2005
A Diary of the Salisbury Parliament, 1886-1892 1892 engaging
eschatology as a pivotal vantage point this book utilizes the
methodology of third article theology to examine the intrinsically
pneumatological relationship between the church and the coming kingdom
the overarching thesis developed is that exploring the relationship
between church and kingdom through the lens of the spirit enables the
construction of a nuanced account of the church s ongoing
transformation an eschatological third article ecclesiology the church
as pictured in this volume is the proleptic anticipation of the coming
kingdom through enabling christ s kingly presence the spirit draws
back to the present church characteristics of the coming kingdom this
enriches influences and transforms the present church towards its
intended telos
Joy and health [verses] by neaniskos tis. by Martellius 2014-01-10
Science and Technology in World History, Volume 2 2022-03-30
Religion and Change in Australia 1884
The Pulpit Commentary 1894
The Little Minister 1892
The diplomatic reminiscences of Lord Augustus Loftus ... 1837-1862
2021-04-19
The Interpersonal Metafunction in 1 Corinthians 1–4 1890
Electricity in the Service of Man 1888
The Life and Work of the Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury 1891
Kidnapped 1892
Vernon Heath's Recollections 1891
Buckinghamshire Sketches 2008
The Shema and the First Commandment in First Corinthians 2022-07-28
Kingdom Come: An Eschatological Third Article Ecclesiology 1895
The life and adventures of George Augustus Sala written by himself
1895
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